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Figure 8.6 The photographic (small points) or B (large points) light curve of FU

Orionis through 1976. After brightening in the 1930s, the star has faded slowly.

(From Herbig, 1977.)

variables to active galactic nuclei. T Tauri discs are found among the lowest-

mass PMS stars, and even around brown dwarfs. The key properties of a T Tauri

star are therefore a result of its recent formation. The infall or accretion of

material, from the disc, powers most of the features of these stars, and their

variability.

8.2 FU Orionis stars

In the late 1930s, the star now known as FU Orionis brightened from

mpg +16 to mpg +10 --- a factor of more than a hundred. Since 1940, the star has

faded somewhat, as shown in the light curve in figure 8.6. It is an F2 I--II star

with an absolute magnitude of about −2. Thus, it appears, from its spectrum,

to lie several magnitudes above the main sequence (though the true brightness

of the star itself may still be that of a main sequence star). The nature of FU

Orionis before the brightening, and the cause of the brightening itself were not

known, but it was tempting to think that it represented some unique event in

the star’s evolution --- perhaps even the ‘birth’ of the star. This was a common

(mis)conception in the 1960s.

The situation was changed somewhat by the discovery of two more rather

similar objects: V1057 Cygni and V1515 Cygni. V1057 Cygni was a T Tauri star

which, in 1969, rose from mpg +16 to +10, then slowly faded. By mid 1982,

it was fainter than mpg +13; it faded by one magnitude in five years, whereas

FU Orionis faded by only 0.5 magnitude in 40 years. FU Orionis can no longer

be considered unique. Strangely enough, V1057 Cygni is not included under
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Figure 8.3 Light curve of the T Tauri star DK Tauri. The star shows very large

periodic variations as a result of the rotation of the star. The surface of the star is

highly non-uniform, as a result of magnetically channelled accretion from the disc

around it. The period is 8.0 days. (Data from W. Herbst.)

to classical T Tauri stars. These evolve into WTTS, which then evolve smoothly

into sunlike rotating variables, after their accretion disc is gone.

8.1.1 Photometric variability

Most WTTS have simple periodic variations, with occasional flares. V410

Tau is a well-studied example; it has a period of 1.871970 days, and an amplitude

that varies in a 5.4-year cycle, which might be analogous to the solar cycle. It

also flares in both light and X-rays (Stelzer et al., 2003).

The brightness variations in classical T Tauri stars can be complex and irreg-

ular, with amplitudes ranging from 0.01 to many magnitudes, and taking place

on time scales from days, through hours, to minutes. It is interesting that these

three time scales resemble the natural time scales of rotation of the star (or orbit

of circumstellar material), free fall, and flaring of the star, respectively. They are

indicative of the broad range and complexity of the mechanisms in these stars.

There may also be variations on time scales of weeks, months, or years. T Tauri

stars that undergo FU Orionis outbursts vary on time scales of decades.

Figure 8.3 shows a typical light curve of a periodic T Tauri star. It has an

unusually large amplitude, which is probably due to the rotation of a hot spot

produced by accretion.
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Fig. 4.— Longitudinal brightness maps of Kepler-7b. Kepler-7b’s longitudinal brightness distributions
Ip

I⋆
as retrieved in Kepler’s

bandpass using the 1-free-band model (left) and the 3-fixed-band model (right) detailed in Sect.3.3).

match to the data. However, we exclude Rayleigh scat-
tering from H2 molecules and homogeneous cloud struc-
tures as possible sources of visible phase-curve signa-
tures, which would both result in a symmetric phase
curve.
Kepler-7b may be relatively more likely to show the

effects of cloud opacity than other hot Jupiters. The
planet’s incident flux level is such that model profiles
cross silicate condensation curves in the upper, observ-
able atmosphere, making these clouds a possible expla-
nation. The same would not be true for warmer plan-
ets (where temperatures would be too hot for dayside
clouds) or for cooler planets (where silicates would only
be present in the deep unobservable atmosphere). Fur-
thermore, the planet’s very low surface gravity may play
an important role in hampering sedimentation of parti-
cles out the atmosphere. Finally, the planet’s large radius
implies a relatively high specific entropy adiabatic in the
interior, and a correspondingly warm adiabat in the deep
atmosphere at tens of bars. This removes the possibil-
ity of silicate clouds condensing at pressures of 100-1000
bars, as may happen in other hot Jupiters.
Our results suggest that one broad-band visible phase

curve is probably insufficient to constrain the cloud prop-
erties. The problem might remain degenerate until more
observations (such as narrow-band optical phase curves
and polarimetry) become available. In the near future
it is likely that similar brightness maps of other Ke-
pler planets will emerge, thereby providing an invaluable
means to improve our understanding of cloud formation
in exoplanet atmospheres.
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Thus, we performed several simulations of HD 209458b
including TiO and VO opacity in chemical equilibrium. When
temperatures are too cold for TiO and VO to exist in the gas
phase, they are absent, but when temperatures are warm enough,
they are included.

Our HD 209458b simulations develop vigorous circulations
that, as expected, include a hot dayside stratosphere. This is
illustrated in Figure 16, which shows the temperature and
horizontal wind patterns at pressures of 1 bar, 30 mbar, 1 mbar,
and 0.1 mbar (bottom to top) for our case with solar abundances.
At deep levels (1 bar and 30 mbar), the circulation qualitatively
resembles that of HD 189733b, with an eastward equatorial jet,
westward high-latitude flows, and a hot region shifted east of the
substellar point (compare the bottom two panels of Figures 4 and
16). Nevertheless, even at these deep levels, localized regions
attain temperatures sufficient for TiO/VO to exist in the gas
phase (∼1700–1900 K).

By pressures of 1 mbar, the picture changes drastically: a
“baby” stratosphere with a radius of 50◦ in longitude and latitude
has developed, with temperatures reaching 2000 K (Figure 16,
second panel). This stratosphere is approximately centered on
the substellar point, with an eastward offset of only ∼10◦

longitude. Its spatial confinement results from the fact that
only air within ∼50◦ of the substellar point receives sufficient
irradiation to achieve temperatures necessary for gas-phase TiO
and VO to exist. Air >60◦ from the substellar point, although
still on the dayside, has temperatures too low for gas-phase TiO/
VO, and without the benefit of the extra opacity supplied by
these species, this air remains substantially cooler (<1400 K).
This nonlinear feedback between temperature and opacity leads
to a remarkably sharp temperature gradient, with temperatures
dropping from 1800 to 1400 K as one moves from 50◦ to 60◦

angular distance from the substellar point.
At still lower pressures, an even greater fraction of the

starlight is available to cause heating, and the stratosphere be-
comes horizontally larger until it covers most of the dayside
at pressures !0.1 mbar (Figure 16, top panel). Although the
equatorial winds at these low pressures involve a significant
eastward flow at most longitudes, the mid- and high-latitude
winds involve a simpler motion that, to zeroth order, moves air
away from high-temperature regions toward low-temperature
regions. At low pressure, the temperature pattern is relatively
symmetric about the substellar and antistellar points, as sug-
gested observationally for Ups And b (Harrington et al. 2006)
and HD 179949 (Cowan et al. 2007).

A contributing factor to the widening of the stratosphere with
altitude is that stellar radiation is absorbed at lower pressure
near the limb than at the substellar point, which results directly
from the longer atmospheric path length to stellar irradiation at
the limb (µ → 0) than at the substellar point (µ = 1). Thus,
near the limb the heating peaks at lower pressure, confining
the stratosphere to low pressures. Near the substellar point, the
heating peaks deeper, allowing the stratosphere to extend more
deeply in this localized region.

Our simulated stratospheres result directly from the existence
of gaseous TiO and VO on the dayside in these simulations. Sim-
ulations of HD 209458b performed without gaseous TiO/VO
lack stratospheres and develop temperature and wind patterns
resembling a hotter version of our HD 189733b simulations.
Likewise, our previous HD 209458b simulations performed with
Newtonian heating/cooling (Showman et al. 2008a) developed
a weak dayside temperature inversion but nothing resembling
the extremely hot stratosphere shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Temperature (colorscale, in K) and winds (arrows) for nominal HD
209458b simulation with solar abundances including TiO/VO. Panels show
flow at 0.1 mbar (top), 1 mbar (second panel), 30 mbar (third panel), and 1 bar
(bottom panel). Horizontal resolution is C32 (roughly equivalent to a resolution
of 128 × 64 on a longitude/latitude grid) with 53 vertical layers. Substellar
point is at longitude, latitude (0◦, 0◦). Note the development of the dayside
stratosphere.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

To illustrate the height-dependence of the composition (which
affects the opacity), Figure 17 depicts the chemical-equilibrium
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